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On the Thermodynamics of Fog

by H. R. Tschudi1)

Institut für Theoret. Physik, ETH-Hönggerberg, 8049 Zürich, Switzerland

(28. X. 1975)

Abstract. Fog is considered as a thermodynamic system composed of an atmosphere (vapour
and air) and droplets of water which move through the atmosphere. Expressions for the Helmholtz
and Gibbs free energy of fog are derived which contain only the thermodynamic potentials of the
atmosphere and of a droplet in contact with the atmosphere. It is shown that fog and not the pure
phase represents the thermodynamic equilibrium, although the concentration of droplets may often
be very small.

We discuss fog without condensation nuclei and fog around soluble nuclei. In the first case
practically no droplets occur which contain more than a few dozen molecules. For the second case
we show that fog exists only very close to the saturation point. At saturation every soluble nucleus
of s molecules (or ions) forms a droplet containing c-s312 water molecules. Using the calculated
value c f2 for water at 300°K, we obtain good agreement with experiment.

I. Introduction

How does fog, a system of water-droplets in air and vapour, behave in
equilibrium Does fog actually exist in equilibrium The task of developing the
thermodynamics of such heterogeneous systems is interesting and it contributes to a better
understanding of nucleation phenomena and condensation.2)

In 1870 Lord Kelvin [1] showed that the vapour pressure of a droplet is always
higher than of a plane surface. At best a droplet can be metastable in a super-saturated
vapour. Nearly 70 years later, Frenkel pointed out that nevertheless an ensemble of
droplets may be thermodynamically stable. [2] 'We shall assume, in contradistinction
from the rough thermodynamic treatment, that even in the range of thermodynamic
stability of the phase A, the latter is not strictly homogeneous, but contains embryos
of a second phase B (in the form of liquid drops, gas bubbles, small crystals, etc.)....
Our problem consists in the determination of the statistical distribution of the B
embryos in the phase A ' [3].

Frenkel solved the problem in the following way: He considered an embryo
containing j water molecules as itself a molecule of some substance Aj and fog as an
ideal mixture of the substances As. He made the statement:

G(T, p,Nx,...,Nj,...) 2 Nfjxff, p) + kT In xA (1.1)
i

for the Gibbs' free energy of fog.

1) Present address : H. R. Tschudi, Institut de Physique Théorique, Dorigny, CH-1015 Lausanne,
Switzerland.

2) These questions will be the subject of a succeeding paper.
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Where:

iVy: Particle number of the substance Aj
Pj\ Chemical potential per particle of the 'pure' substance j
*; § *«2>,-
In the fog there are chemical reactions of the following type

Aj+X i? Ax + Aj.

We look for the equilibrium subject to the condition that the total number Nw of
water molecules

Nw 2jni
1

is held fixed. The equilibrium concentrations are determined by

Pi + kT In Xj f(px + kT In xf)

or equivalently

Xj x[exp(^rA)- (1.2)

(We have excluded the trivial solutions Xj 0 for all /)
Substituting Xj from (1.2) into the normalization condition 2y x3 1 yields the

equation

f(xx) Zx[exp(^A)) 1

which determines xx as its only positive solution.
Using N Nw(2]j Xj) ~1, we obtain the particle numbers

"i -M£)",*i-' ¦»(***)•
Substituting (1.2) into (1.1) yields the value of the Gibbs free energy G of fog as

G Nw(pi + kT In xA

which is less than Nwfix, the Gibbs free energy of a pure gas Ax. The thermodynamical
equilibrium is, therefore, not represented by the pure one-molecular phase Ax, but
particles of the substances A} containing several molecules must also exist.

Doubtless, this is the most important statement in this context and we owe it to
Frenkel, as mentioned before. But his statement (1.1) must be criticized. In general,
one has ideal mixtures only if one can neglect the interactions between the molecules
of different constituents. We are, however, interested in embryos which may be
considered as small droplets characterized by their volume and surface tension. Thus
we must consider at least the interaction between the atmosphere and the droplet :

The atmosphere is excluded from the interior of the droplet and the surface tension
depends on both the liquid and the gaseous phase. The 'pure gas of droplets of one
kind' At (i.e. without the atmosphere Ax present) does not exist and it is not clear
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what we have to substitute for the pt. Frenkel considers p} — fßi as the amount of
free energy to form the droplet from the vapour and he uses Gibbs' expression for /xy,

which is

ßi JPmiT, p) + oA.

The quantity pxi(l is the chemical potential per water molecule in the liquid phase, o- the
surface tension, A the surface area. This last step was reconsidered by several authors
who felt that a droplet has certain translational and rotational degrees of freedom
appearing nowhere in Gibbs' formula. Ref. [4] gives a survey of these papers.

Another way to express our objections : It is not clear in what respect droplets
may be considered as molecules. They are also macroscopic systems and appropriately
Frenkel describes their inner properties by the same parameters as describe the whole
system—a confusing situation! It is more natural, however, not to identify droplets
with the same number of particles from the beginning, considering them as molecules
of a substance, but to take every droplet itself as a thermodynamic system which
exchanges water-molecules with the atmosphere. The droplets may move in the volume
of the atmosphere. One has now to derive an expression for the Helmholtz free energy
of this heterogeneous system.

We do this in two steps. First, we establish a set of classical Hamiltonian functions
describing fog. Essentially, then, we will have achieved a certain decomposition of the
state integral (Postulate 1) and must consequently determine the Liouville measure of
the corresponding phase space (Postulate 2). Thereby the Helmholtz free energy of the
fog is reduced to a known and simple function of the free energy of the atmosphere
and the free energy of a droplet in contact with the atmosphere and whose centre of
mass is held fixed. The equilibrium conditions can now be calculated and the
thermodynamic potentials determined (Chapter II). Next we derive an explicit expression for
the Gibbs free energy of a droplet based on Gibbs' thermodynamics of surfaces
(Chapter III). In this framework we discuss fog without nuclei (III.2), fog around
soluble (III.3) and insoluble nuclei (III.4).

II. The Thermodynamic Potentials of Fog

ILL The model

We consider fog as a heterogeneous system which consists of droplets of a
substance A (water) floating in the atmosphere, a mixture of the pure gas phase of A and
an inert substance B (air). The shape, the volume and the number of droplets
containing the same amount of water are inner variables of the whole system. First, we
determine the Helmholtz free energy for an arbitrary but fixed value of these variables,
whose actual values are calculated from the condition of equilibrium. We assume that
no external fields are present and that the mean distance between the droplets is large
compared with the range of the molecular interaction. We may, therefore, neglect the
interaction between the droplets. The droplets interact only with the atmosphere in a

manner which is translationally invariant.
In order to characterize our model precisely, we introduce the following definitions

:

Vq : the volume of the atmosphere
N0 : the number of particles of the substance A in the atmosphere
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NB: The number of particles of the substance B in the atmosphere
A; : the number of droplets containing j molecules of A
Vjt : a symbol parametrising the shape and the volume of the rth droplet with j

molecules.
Vjr: the volume of theyVth droplet
NA N0 + 2/7 A-the total number of particles of the substance A
V V0 + 2yr Vjr'. the total volume of the system
x. _ (ii. ix) onAir Kr1-), -^ir • -^jr 1

Vir (fif,àf,.&\/$,..., tw)
contain the coordinates and the momenta of all molecules of the droplet jr.

$7ir: the coordinates of the centre of mass of the jr droplet jr.
\jr (oAff — 37jr, xff — 37jr,..., oAf) — SCjT): the coordinates of all molecules of

the droplet jr relative to its centre of mass

*o (4l\ 42), •. -, <No); *$\ *f\ • • -, *4Wfi))

Po (Av,A2),---,ANoUAìb\/ì\-.
contain the coordinates and the momenta of all molecules in the atmosphere.

Y — (<¥ er or cor of \Ajr — yy,jr, **3„ ^yr, -t-jr, u,jr)

3Cif is taken N0 + NB times.
Our model of fog contains two assumptions:
(a) The Hamiltonian of fog has the following form

H=Ho + 2Hir + 2 W° + W>V
ir ir

where H0(p0, x0) contains the kinetic energy and the interaction of the particles in the
atmosphere between themselves, and Hjr(pjr, %,) contains the kinetic energy and the
interaction of the particles in the droplet jr between themselves.

The phenomenological potentials W%, Wjr describe globally the interaction
between the atmosphere and the droplet jr. Wfr, W]T shall depend on the distance of
the molecules from the centre of mass ofjr, the shape and the volume of the droplet jr
and on the intensive thermodynamic variables characterizing the atmosphere:

W% W0(x0 - Xjr;j, Vjr, T,yo>Y0)

W}r= W^rljW^T,^,^.
Since the interaction between the droplets is neglected, we achieve the following
factorized form of the partition integral

I" dp dx e~m [ (y\ d3Xj\ dp0 dx0 e-"(Äo+2eXs>

H {j dVjr dxjr 8*^2 JWJe-tOltr + WhX
'IV
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(b) We assume that

J dp0 dxo e-"<«o+2M"'°5) Nq\Nbi a»Wo+*»>Zo(ï; Ko, JVC, JVb)

Z0 is the partition function of the pure atmosphere, i.e. the integral above shall not
depend on the positions of the droplets.

We combine the assumptions (a) and (b) in the following postulate which defines
our model.

Postulate 1

f dp dx e-«W h3NA + 3IlBN0l /VB! fi C/O**
J i

x Zn(T, Vn, No, NB) n ÌVo2(t, VjT,j; £?, ^
where Z is the partition function of a droplet in the atmosphere whose centre of mass
is held fixed (Z has the dimension (Volume)-1).

II.2. Statistics

The phase space corresponding to the factorization in postulate 1 is a rather
complicated submanifold of E3w^+3Wb x K3W^+3Wb (E3Na + 3Nb denotes the space of the
coordinates of all particles in the system which form an 3NA + 3NB dimensional
Euclidean space ; U3Na+3Nb denotes the space of the momenta of all particles, which is
a 3NA + 3NB dimensional real vector space; X denotes the cartesian product.) This
phase space is characterized by the condition that all particles of the substance B and
the particles with number 1, 2, 3,..., NQ of the substance A have to be in the volume
F0of the atmosphere, number N0 + 1,N0 + 2 in the volume V2,i of the first 'droplet'
containing 2 molecules etc. V0 and Vjr are disjoint and they build together the system's
volume V. Apart from these constraints the droplet may move freely in V. We need
some information about the statistical weight of a point in this phase space.

Let us first consider a system of N identical particles which all can move without
restrictions in the same volume.

The notions ' state ' and ' observable ', familiar usually in quantum mechanics only,
have a good meaning also in classical mechanics. A state cp is represented by a probability

measure p„ over the phase space T, an observable A is represented by a measurable
real function c£>A over T. The expectation value of A in the state cp is given by

<Ayv=j ®Aiq)dp9(q) « f ®Aiq)pMdq

where

q (fixxx, fi2a>2, fij, Xjf)

denotes a point in the phase space r E3N X U3N and dq dp3N dx3N. pv is the
probability density corresponding to the measure pw. pv is positive and normalized :

P» > 0 pAq)dq 1.
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'Identical particles' means physically that no observable exists, which
distinguishes one particle from another. All observables must, therefore, be represented by
symmetric functions, i.e.

(f»*i»)(?i "An)= cbAtUnti) ¦ ¦ ¦ qnim) ®AÌqi ¦qn)

for all permutations tt. qt fijXj denotes the momentum and the coordinates of the
particle j.

Or one may say that the only identifying mark of a particle is the point in space it
actually occupies, fi, (the momentum of the /th particle) is, therefore, no observable
but the momentum density of the system given

<W«) 2 M*i* - *i)
• 1

is an observable (which means : The momentum of the particle being at the place A).
What are the pure states of the system The classical pure states are characterized

by the requirement that all observables have sharp values. We assume for simplicity
that all functions

$:r-»IR with <E>, $2 measurable,

correspond to observables. One easily sees that the probability densities with the
property that

><0>>2 =([ <bpdq\ =[ $2p dq <0>:

for all the O's considered must have the form

Piq) 2 "^(1 - UAlo)
n

an > 0 2«Ä 1.

The expectation value of an observable does not depend on the choice of the a„:
every set an gives the same pure state for fixed q0. The phase space is, therefore, not
the space of the pure states; we have to identify first the points Unq0. Nevertheless,
it is possible to parametrize the classical pure states by the points of the phase space,
but we must then choose 1/N\ dq as a volume element; every point q0 carries only
the l/N\-ih part of a pure state.

If we now confine the phase space by constraints (for instance by dividing the
system into spacially disjoint parts) and if we integrate only over the restricted space,
we have to distribute a pure state among less than N\ points. The space of the pure
state is the same in both cases, we only have changed the parametrization.

Thus, we are led to the following statistical postulate :

Postulate 2: Let V <= E3W X U3N be the phase space of a system of N identical particles
(E3N: space of the coordinates U3N space of the momenta),

<7; Xjfij the coordinates and momenta of particle j
q (qi,...,qn)
dq d3Nx d3Np.
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Then the partition function is given by

«'¦"¦'»-ImhuM.-W)-
27r(q) being the number of permutations -n of N elements with the property, that

q e T implies

U%q — feci)) qn.12), • • •, qniN)) e r.
Let us check some consequences :

(i) We denote by Yj <= E3 X R3 the phase space of the point mass number j. If
Fx T2 - ¦ ¦ TN,

we obtain for the phase space

JV

i=i
of the JV-particle system that

&v(q) N\ V? e r.
(ii) The jV-particle system shall now be divided in z subsystems /(/ e {1, 2,..., z})

containing n, particles, each occupying a different volume. The nx particles of the
subsystem 1 carry always the indices 1,2, ...,nx those of system 2 the indices
«i + 1,..., «i + «2 and so on. Then

^r(?) fl«,! tyer.
1

If the interaction between particles in different systems can be neglected, the Helmholtz
free energy is the sum of the free energies of the subsystems.

(iii) The A^ particles build a rigid body (N > 3). The phase space is a 12 dimensional

surface in E3W X U3N. Only permutations generating rigid rotations and
translations of the body contribute to 2£v [5] (and one has also to replace h3N by h6).

We now determine 2£v for the fog. If the droplets could not move, then

% NB\No\y[(p7y>. (II. 1)
i

What does their mobility change First, the integral

jdpjrdXjrexp(-ß(HjT+ Wjr))

augments by a factor V0/Vjr at least. This is already taken into consideration in
postulate 1. Secondly, the phase space grows. The droplets may exchange their
positions. But as we keep the partition of the molecules into the droplets fixed and
neglect the collisions, only the exchange of droplets with the same number of particles
will add new permutations, totally V\ Ay! for each permutation of (II. 1). This last
step shows that macroscopic systems of same composition can be identified as
molecules of a substance from the point of view of statistics.
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We therefore write definitively:

^oe(q) NBiN0\yi(Xjy.(j\y,
1

and the partition function of fog becomes

Z Z0(T, Vo, No, NB)n (0II Z{T> v»>P> Va'Y0)}' (U2)

The partition function of a mixture of ideal gases with particle numbers A; masses ms
occupying the volume V0 is given by

T-r Vfr /2TrmjkTV3i2»i

V V- \ h2 ¦

If in equilibrium the vjr are the same for the same j we may consider the droplets
of fog as an ideal mixture of ideal gases whose molecular mass depends on the
'quasivacuum' of the atmosphere [6].

II.3. The Helmholtz and Gibbs free energy

Applying Stirlings approximation

In A! Afin A-1) + 0(ln A)

we obtain from (II.2) the following expression for the Helmholtz free energy of fog

F -kTlnZ F0(T, V0, N0, NB) + 2 P'i(v0; P vjr; ^» ^j
+ kT^XjQnXj- 1) (II.3)

F'j -kTln(voZ(T,Vjr;f,^).
The equilibrium is given by minimizing F for the inner variables V0, vjr, N0, X}, and
observing that

(II.4a)

(II.4b')

A"o + 2A --NA- const

^o + 2 v* -

ir
NB const

v const

T const

(II.4c)

(II.4d)

These restrictions concern only the volume Vjr of the droplet jr, not its shape. The
latter may, therefore, be adapted individually and the actual shape is given by the
minimum of F'jr, the number of particles of the droplet jr, its volume Vjr, T, N0/V0 and
NB/V0 held fixed.

We denote this minimum by

F}(v0;T,Vfr;fo,^j (II.5)
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and replace F'} in (II.3) by (II.5). We make the assumption throughout the text that
no isomerism occurs i.e., that the equilibrium conditions determine the value of the
inner variables uniquely, which is the usual situation.

We now keep the A, fixed and vary only the V}r, considering V0 as a function of the
Vjr. The total differential of the Helmholtz free energy F is then given by

dF=2 8Fo
'8V0 8V0

+ ^-\ dV-+ avA "'
The condition of equilibrium yields

8F, 8F<

8V0
+

8Vj,
8Fo
8VÒ

which is the same condition for all r. We, therefore, set ViT F, Vr and replace
(II.4b') by

^0 + 2 VA Vo const (II.4b)

and (II. 3) by

F Fo(T, Vn, No, NB) + 2 *JAi(v0; T, V,; ^, ^j + kT(\n Xt - 1)1 (II.5)

It remains to find the minimum of (II.5) varying V0, V}, N0, Xj observing the restrictions

(II.4). This is most easily achieved by the method of Lagrange multipliers which
leads to

8F
P ~8V

P-A

Pb

8F
8NA

8F
8NB

W.T 8V0 Z <8Vo dVj

-=
8F°

I V A
8F'

T 8Nn Z l 8Nn8N0

8F0

8NB
+ 2*.

A,—p(*^) Gj

8N0

8E
'8NB

Fj - Vj
dFj
dV'j

From (II.5) and (II.3) we deduce that F} has the form

Fj -kT\nVo + Fj(T, Vj', p0, pB).

(II.6a)

(II.6b)

(II.6c)

(II.6d)

(II.7)

The dependency on p0, pB takes into account that the surface energy of a droplet may
depend on the density of the atmosphere. The pressure p is, therefore, the sum of the
atmospheric pressure

Po - 8Fo

8V0

and an osmotic pressure, i.e. the partial pressures of ideal gases in the volume VQ and
with particle numbers

i'Ar^À-m-
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Let us now insert the equilibrium values (II.6) of the A, into (II.5). We suppose F0
to be homogeneous of degree one in the parameters A^, A^B, V0.

Then

F Ë£o N 8Fo ,£iov
8N0

0 + 8NBB +
dV0 V°* H*

PaNa + pBNB -pV-2 X}(No ^
pANA + pBNB - p V

8Fj
8V,

JPa + A/Vj kT)

+ NE
8Ej j_ v 8Fj
8N, + V0

8V0
+ kT\

by reason of (II.7). F is, therefore, homogeneous of degree one in V, NA, NB. The
quantities p, fj.A, pB axe intensive and it is easy to show that A;-, N0, V0 axe extensive due
to the special form (II.7) of Fs.

The Gibbs free energy is given by

G F + pV Co(No, NB,po, T) + Vo(p - po)

+ 2 XAGj(Vo;p, T; p0, pB) + kT(\n X, - 1)}

with

N0 NA- JA-
81

8V0
JL V > dFi

Po P + Z Xi"

Va=™° 8p0

Gj -kTlnVo + Gj(p, T; p0, pB).

An easy calculation yields further

Vi- 8Gj
"

8p T,P0,PB

8Fj _ 8Gj
8po V,TpB 8po

dFj
8pB

8Gj
8pB

PTPr,

pTp„

We may, therefore, replace (II.9b') by

> V ì 8Gj
P°=P + ZX>'8Vo

P.T,N0.NB

(118)

(II.9a)

(II.9b')

(11.9c)

(II.9d)

(II. 10a)

(11.10b)

(II. 10c)

(II.9b)

and have so eliminated the droplet volumes Vt; they can be calculated by (II. 10a).
We now have to calculate the equilibrium distribution of the A,. We first consider

Ns, p, N0, Xj, p0 and V0 as independent variables and hold T fixed. This leads to an
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expression for the total differential dG of the Gibbs free energy given by

+ (w0 + 2 x'iw0)dNo + 2 & +kTln XJ dX>

+ (Sr- v°)dp° + (p-p° + 2x<w- )dvo-
\OPo 1 \ Y ÔY0 P.T.N0.NB/

Equations (II.9b,c) show that G does not depend at all on p0 and V0 and we get
equations (II.6b,c,d) back now with p, T, NA, NB as independent variables. The
homogeneity of G0 and the structure (II.9d) of G} imply the homogeneity of G in
NA, NB and the extensivity of the A, as before.

Inserting (II.6d) into (II.8) and neglecting all terms containing 8G,/8p0, 8G,/8pB
we get

G G0(No, NB,p,T)-\^(p- po)2

+ Vx'W\awA'-^-^a
G - GJ.N„N.,p,T) - *r2>,(l + «(j^r))-

This formula shows that (II.6d) gives indeed the equilibrium values of the Xs.

Fog is in a stable equilibrium if the matrix

_
82G

8Xm8Xn P.T.NA,NB

is positive definite. The condition

82G0
% A imi?-{&}><> (IL11>

(8N,

assures stability of fog (see Appendix A).

TO. A Phenomenological Model of the Droplet

III.l. The model

The Gibbs free energy of a droplet in a metastable equilibrium with the atmosphere

is given by

Gm(j, Nc,p0, T) + 3^y3aV2'3. (ULI)

(See for instance Ref. [6], §25.) <r denotes the surface tension and A^ indicates that the
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droplet may contain a soluble substance C. We assume the following expression for
theGyof(II.6d):

Gj -kT\n & + Gm(j, Nc, Po,T) + 3 (^ "V/"8 (III.2)

V* is a phenomenological parameter the dimension of which has to be a volume. It
should be noted that G; in (II.6d) is calculated with fixed center of mass. This is not
taken into account in (III.l). Considering the correction factor so caused as weakly
dependent on y we get a first contribution to V*.

A second contribution is due to the fact that the thermodynamic potentials have
to be considered as thermodynamical limits, i.e. :

FU, V,T) -kTj lim ^i^nj,T) .Aj A
n-*oo nf \ v j

which assures the homogeneity of F. Introducing surface energies allows for contributions

proportional to j213; we incorporate the remainder in V*. This remainder may
give rise to large corrections: Rigid rotations of a water droplet by room temperature
cause, for instance, a factor of about 105 j512 to Xt [7].

The question if (III.l) contains rigid rotations, or, how they have to be taken into
account cannot be answered in this thermodynamical framework, because these
terms disappear in the thermodynamical limit. One has to calculate the state sum for
a model of a explicitly finite droplet.

The measurements of the rate of (homogeneous) nucleation in super-saturated
vapour indicate that V* ~ 10~19 cm3 [8].

The terms of order j113 taken into V* become important for very small clusters.
If the diameter of the droplet is comparable to the range of the intermolecular forces
it is inappropriate to consider the surface as an infinitesimally thin dividing surface.

There is another reason why our model (1.1) may become less applicable as y
decreases. We consider the interior of the droplet as a homogeneous phase characterized

by its thermodynamic potentials, which makes sense only if the mean values
tower the thermodynamic fluctuations ; the fluctuations determine the minimal size of
a piece of matter which can be reasonably described by thermodynamics. According
to a well-known formula of statistical physics

(Aj)2 _ kT
~ij2 - VjXt

where xT is the isothermic compressibility. We have, therefore, the condition that

kTxr V,
j » v -A

v 7

which is always fulfilled by liquid droplets.
kTxTv "1 1 for ideal gases : it makes no sense to speak of gas bubbles containing

less than say 100 molecules.
In the rest of the paper we discuss the statement (III.2) for the case of pure fog

and for fog around soluble nuclei.
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III.2. Pure fog (Nc 0)

We put Nc 0 and V, vj in (III.2) and get

Gj -kTln |g + jpx + s(Ç)1V3/2'3 * ^. (III.3)

The index 1 denotes the pure liquid phase of the substance A. Equations (III.3),
(II.6b), (II.6c) and (II. 10b) give the following partition function for the droplets of
pure fog

Ay -^exp(-o/-w-2'3) (HI.4a)

with

-fö' kT

TtfiPiiPo, T) - po(p0, T))-kT2\8ßfQ

(III.4b)

_1_

kT imiPiT) - PoiPiT)) + ^ (^ - fj (III.4C)

if we neglect terms containing 8cr/8p0 and 8aj8pB. We observe further that

2jA,1 V \ (dP-o 8px\
VoV\~8Ï ~ ~8p-) « 1

Kot \8p 8p) - N
which means that a is approximately given by

a -r\f(pi(p,T)-po(p,T)). (III.5)

For water droplets in air y ~ 8. (T 300°K, /j 106 dyn cm-2, a ~ 70 dyn
cm-1). The value of V* mentioned above (V* ~ 10"19 cm3) shows that the concentration

of the droplets which are reasonably described by our simple model (j ^ 50) is
practically zero.

III.3. Fog around soluble nuclei

Our formula for the concentration A;- of droplets containing j water molecules

Xj expJJ^P (ffl.fi)

has a general and discouraging property: Ay is an exponential function of a difference
of two terms which both have the order of magnitude/ We must either restrict
ourselves to small j (which does not interest us here) or know Gj very accurately, in order
to obtain a reasonable value for the A; given (III.6); or we introduce a fit-parameter as
V* i.e. ; we use (III.6) only to calculate ratios A;/A,. We can, therefore, expect powerful
results only in a situation where the total number of droplets is given as a fixed
parameter: we consider fog around (soluble) dirt nuclei.

For simplicity, we assume that only one kind of soluble dirt is present ; generalizations

are evident. A species of droplets is now characterized by two indices: A;s

means the number of droplets containing j water molecules and j molecules or ions of
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the dirt. The total number na of nuclei containing s dirt molecules (ions) is taken to
be a fixed external parameter of the system, and is given by

n. 2 A„ Ays > 0. (III.7)
1 0

The generalization of (II. 5) is

F F0(T, Ko, No, NB) + 2 Ays{Fys(K0; T, Vis; p0, pB) + kTQn Xjs - 1)}, (III.8)
Is

with

FjS -kTIn V0 + FjS(T, Vjs; p0, pB).

We look for the minimum of F, varying the inner parameters K0, Vjs, N0, Xjs, under
the restrictions

2 VisK +V0=V (III.9a)
is

2A« + N0 NA (III.9b)
is

2 Xis »s (IH.9C)
i»o

T const NB const (III.9c)

We write the result in the following manner :

^PjpfiJP-A -gis)
Ays As°

—x (Ill.lOa)
ll&Q-jffiPP-A - gls)

As° 2 K ». - A0S 1 ï r^i (HI. 10b)
i>0 1 + \I, exp jzjriGos + PV-A - Gls)j

8F 8F0 v1 \ 8Fjs ,TTT ir,^ wA w0 + %x»wQ*.>i° (IILl0c)

gjS is given by Gjs minus all terms in Gjs not depending on j,
(l/kT)(G0s + jpA — GjA is a difference of macroscopic energies measured with

the microscopic unit kT. A° is, therefore, always practically equal to ns or to zero. gjs
does not contain any constant K*. The restrictions (III.9c) convert the peculiar
structure (III.6) of A, we had complained at the beginning, into a help, leading to the
beautiful law (III. 10)!

What is Gjfl We expect that typically j » s » l i.e., that we are in the osmotic
limit. In this case we have that (see Appendix B and (III.2))

Gis -kTln Ì£ + skrlln s + ^ + ep1 - \\

+ jßi + kTyj213 - kTsilnj + o((^Y) + OC/-1'3)). (IH.Ila)
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The term sO(j~1/3) takes into account that the volume of the droplet depends on s also.
Ifj » s » 1 we have, therefore,

£p (gjs - JPa) - ¥J, S) aj + yj2'3 - s Inj (III. 1 lb)

a, y axe as in (III.4). For fixed s, <p(j, s) has in 0 < j < oo one minimum which is very
sharp for the values of a, y, s in which we are interested. We may, therefore, put

n-tDli.S)

W-Jo) (HI. 12)
-VU.s)

withy0(a, y, s) as the only positive solution of

|f « + hi'1'3 - sj-1 0. (III. 13)

The quantity,

ì"1-^. (III.14)2 gy I V1. S lny0
(8y)2UI ^o /-a,-\2

is the relative width of the distribution c_<o0).

(III. 13) is a cubic equation in y which may be solved exactly. But the algebraic
representation of the one positive solution y'0(a) changes as a grows; equation (III. 13)
has three real roots for a 0 and one real and two conjugate complex roots for big
a's. We, therefore, proceed in a different way. We write (III. 13) in the form

x a + x113

s /3sll3\3'2 /3sll3\3i2 „X J[W) a i-2y-) >0

and solve it by iteration :

¦Xo ^"|a 0 I

xn a + x^li neN.
How fast does the iteration converge? We see that for n ^ 2

An *" ~ X-1 X-_2i3(l - (1 + A^,)"1'3)

and Ax a > 0, i.e. xn+1 ^ xn ^ • ¦ • > x0 1, and

0 < A < y-3/3 "-1 _ An_x 1 1 \n-2
0^An^xx 3 - 3(1 - a)2/3

< A2^3(1 - a)2,3j

A2 (1 + a)"2'3 - (1 + a)-1.

Therefore (n e N)

^~^< 2 Ai^\^+^(3(i+a)2/3)1-n<0.18(3(1+a)2,3)i-n)
¦*» i n + i \l r- U) j
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and thus xx is a good approximation for our purpose and we obtain

y0=*(<*+(^yi3s-ii2y\ (ULIS)

Formula (III. 14) indicates a relative width of the order s'1.
We now have to calculate the quantity A° in formula (III. 10b). The statement

(III. 11) for Gys

GjS -kTln -rrl + sp2 + kTs(ln s - 1 + cp1) + gjs

and a statement of the type (III.2) for G0s

G0s -kTln -^ + sß2 + kTYss213
V*

together with the form (III. 12) of the droplet distribution yield

A" nr-n 1

jr 2 exP Er(Gos + ¦*** ~ G's)

~ expire2'3 + In jrjr - s(ln s - 1 + cpl) - ep(j0, s)\

~ exp(s{ln Q - iyS-ll3Q213 - V$).

To perform the last step we use equation (III. 15) and the conditions

s»l, Q=Jï»l.
s

We finally obtain

A? »s(l + a|)
_1

- »»©O" ß - b'S-1'3Q2'3 - ep1) (111.16a)

with

®(*> (n X I n (IIL16b>
(0 x < 0

and

Q (a + (fy)3'2*-1'2)-1. (111.16c)

It follows from equations (III.16) that

In ß ><p\ + i
is a sufficient condition that A° ~ ns. But the solubility of substance 2 in substance 1

implies only that

-± -s(ln Q-epl + l+ O(ß-O) < 0

i.e.

In Q > eph - 1 + 0(QA.
Therefore, we cannot expect that every soluble substance causes fog.
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We illustrate (III. 15) by an example, a given by formula (III. 5) is approximately

a ~ ZlATLL. (HI. 17)
Ps

(We expand the chemical potentials around the saturation pressure ps(T, N0/NB),
consider air as an ideal gas and neglect the specific volume of the liquid.) Let s be of
the order 1010, (fy)3'2 12.3 for water-air by 300°K. (III. 15) shows thaty0 falls very
rapidly if a becomes different from zero.

/3s\312
Jo=(j-) if « 0 yo^lO14 « 0

S- ifa>^VV-~10-/-/'0"1013 a=10"3
\ 3 Ì S ~ W

ìjn ~ IO12 a IO"2.
j0 ^A- if«> &\ S-U2„ 10-4.

Fog, therefore, exists only very near saturation and then

(3s
\3'2

g) (III.18)

This formula is in agreement with experiment. Droplets in sea clouds have radii
between 2.5-10~4 cm and 2-10~3 cm, droplets with radius 1.1 ¦ 10~3 cm are the most
frequent [9].

If we assume saturation and NaCI as nuclei, we get

r [cm] ;'o s /Mnici [gr]
measured calculated with (III.18)

2.5 x IO"4 2.3 x 1012 9.2 x 10" 4.4 x 10"14
1.1 x 10"3 1.6 x 10" 1.6 x IO10 7.8 x 10"13
2.0 x 10"3 1.1 x 1015 5.8 x 1010 2.8 x 10"12

The observed masses of salt nuclei lie between 10"1S gr and 5 x 10 10 gr [10].

III.4. A remark about fog around insoluble nuclei

In contradistinction to the situation discussed in III.3 every nucleus has its
distinct form which corresponds to a metastable state rather than to equilibrium. But
to assure the right homogeneity behaviour of the system - i.e. : the additivity of the
Helmholtz free energy - we have nevertheless to introduce classes s of identical nuclei
which may be characterized by the same number of particles, the same form of the
surface, etc. The numbers ns of the nuclei of the species s axe fixed parameters of the
system. We proceed as in III.3 and obtain the result

a - „ exp(i/fcr)(y>A - GjS) (m iq.A's nsI,cxp(llkT)(lpA-G,s) (LnAV

But the classes s of identical nuclei and, therefore, the Ays are rather artificial. It is not
possible to separate these classes by experiment. A quantity which is measurable is

A _ V A - V «
exPJl/kT)(jPA - Gj8) mT ,-.A, - 2 A* - 2 n. Lexp(1/wmi_Gis) (III.20)
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Equation (III.20) shows that the identification of nuclei depends only upon the functions

GjS, which means that a phenomenological thermodynamic description of the
nuclei is enough to determine the total number Ay of droplets containing j water
molecules.
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Appendix A: Stability

A™

-1/2

r 82G
mn 8Xm8Xn - A.A. -

PTNANB

with

Am>0

8Gm(82G0 v 82G,^ 8N0 \(8No)2 *r> i8No)2

n m 8Gm
m Cm 8N0 -cm

Gmn is positive definite, if and only if

2 xm(VK, GmnVK)xn > 0 V*m e R
mn

and

2 xm(VX~, GmnVK)xn 0 => xm 0 Vm
mn

or: the corresponding eigenvalue-problem

(d, <A)A — (c, A)c (E — V)x

d (dx, d2,...,dm,...) dm VK, Dm

c (ci, c2,..., cm,...) cm VX~m Cm

has only positive eigenvalues E.
a> lies in the plane spanned by c and difE^ 1. We choose, therefore, coordinates

so that

d d(l,0,...,0,...)
e C(U,V,0,...,0,...)

c, d > 0 u2 + v2 1.
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We have then to diagonalize the 2 x 2 matrix

(d2
— C2M — c2uv\

— c2uv —c2v2/

The eigenvalues are

„ ^ d2-c2
_,_

/(d2 - c2Y J222£- X + —2— ± V (—2—j +dcv
min(2s+, EA) 2s_ > 0 is equivalent to

y72 2

(1 - c2)(l + d2) + (d, c)2 > 0 and 1 + ~ ° > 0

c2 < 1 (i.e. (II. 11)) is, therefore, sufficient for stability.

Appendix B: The Thermodynamics of Mixtures

B.I. Ideal mixtures

Let Ax,..., AM denote M different substances each characterized by its Helmholtz
free energy Fm(A^m, V, T).

Definition: The mixture of the substances A,...,AMis called ideal, if the free energy
of the mixture is given by

M

F(Jf, V, T) J Fm(Nm, V, T)
m l

A^ (NX,N2,...,NM).

Dalton's law is valid for ideal mixtures

/> -f£ 2-§F 2>.w« v,T)
m m

and

S(Jr, V, T) f Sm(Nm, V, T)
m l

G(JV,p,T) ^Gm(Nm,Pm,T).
m

Definition : We call the mixing part of the Gibbs' free energy

AG(AT,p, T) G(JV,p, r) - 2 Gm(Nm,p, T).
m

In the case of an ideal mixture, we have

AG 2 Vm(Nm,p',T)dp'
m "V
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and for an ideal mixture of ideal gases

AG(AT,p,T) kT^Nmlnxm
m

AS(JV,p,T) -kJjNm\nxm
m

Pm(v,P, T) pm(p, T) + kTln xm

Xm Nm{jiNn)

pm being the chemical potential of the pure mth substance.

B.2. Non ideal mixtures

One expects that the mixture becomes an ideal mixture of ideal gases in the limit
p -*¦ 0 and makes the statement

AG(Jf,p, T) kT 2 Nm(ln xm + *„,(*,/>, T))

where

lim *„(*,/>, T) 0
P-0

and

lim $>j(x, p,T) 0 by definition.

The homogeneity of G implies

2 xm d^m 0
pT

or marking the substance number 1

qm ^ me{2,3,...,M}
M /M oa \ M

d^ 2 - 2 tf-lS2 *i - 2f>i?>P>T)dq,
1 2 \m 2 "Hi 1 J 2

Q>i(A) 0 and we get, therefore, for fixed p, T

*i(4) f if, ds) -(J, *) + f (*, ds)

/=(/2,...,/m) (*,*)= f ß»*«
m 2

and 0> is a (sufficiently smooth) path, connecting J with the origin of the J-space.
The homogeneity of AG means that * is a gradient field. The integral depends

only from the boundary points of 0» i.e. : cpx is completely determined by the other Om.
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If there exist positive real figures a, e, 8 so that

Ugrad *mi»|| ^ayW1-' me{2,...,M}
for all

(M
\ 1/2

2 ri) < s
m 2 /

one easily shows that (for ||^|| < 8)

l%)l < ^^ \w~

l<M?)-*»M| <"hV me{2,...,M}.

$„(#) cplfp, T) is determined by the components Ax and y4m only. These

inequalities indicate a general law for the Gibbs' free energy of dilute mixtures [11],
which in the case of a two component mixture reads as

G Nipx(p, T) + kTN2(ln^ + ^Pß + 9Ì{p, T) - 1 + o((^)'))
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